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Domes of  all shapes and sizes are available   

    DOMES -  INTERIOR & EXTERIOR 

EXTERIOR DOME -   
 

INTERIOR DOME -  
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Domes—A Creative Process 

All products manufactured by FSI are factory pre-fit to assure easy 
assembly on the job site.  Domes up to 12’ diameter are generally 
shipped in one piece.  Domes up to 24’ diameter are shipped in 
halves.  Domes over 24’ diameter are shipped in sections.  All sec-
tions come pre-drilled with factory assembly hardware. 

Carrier for shipping and unloading 
at job site. 

Leaves are loosely placed around an 
assembly pole (factory supplied on 

larger domes) 

Rigged for lifting Lift into place Dome top elements are  
generally installed via a socket 

assembly in the top of the dome. 
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From small to large, simple to complex, highly  
detailed or simplistic, FSI minaret towers are easy 
to install on site and require no maintenance.  
 
120 MPH wind load design is standard, but higher 
levels are available. 

FSI has an AIA registered architect and licensed engineers on staff to assist clients. 

MINARET TOWERS 
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Minaret Manufacturing 

Steel framework FRP parts ready for assembly Fitting parts to frame 

           Final assembly   
(Open panel for light fixture)  

Sections ready for pre-fit Pre-fit  

Ready for delivery 

Lift and Install     Installed 
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      Symbols of  faith and other elements 

Fiberglass Specialties, Inc is the world’s largest manufacture of  architectural 
composites for religious facilities.  Since 1964 our employees have furnished 
customers with quality products by providing in-house architectural design  
assistance , engineering, manufacturing, and exceptional customer service.   
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